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Introduction

Greece, also known as Hellas and officially the “Hellenic Republic”, is a full member of the European Union (EU). The capital city of Greece is Athens, which has a population of over 4 million.
Greece has a population of approximately 11.000.000. Greece has the 11th longest coastline in
the world at 13,676 km (8,498 mi) in length, featuring a vast number of islands (approximately
1,400, of which 227 are inhabited), including Crete, the Dodecanese, the Cyclades, and the Ionian Islands among others. Eighty percent of Greece is consisted of mountains, of which Mount
Olympus is the highest at 2,917 m (9,570 ft).
Athens is the capital and the largest city in the country (its urban area also including Piraeus)
and Thessaloniki is the second-largest city in Greece “co-capital” with Athens.

Language
The ability to speak Greek is essential, except perhaps for some jobs in the tourist resorts.
The Greek alphabet is very different to the Roman alphabet which is used in English.

Currency
Greece belongs to Euro-zone and its currency is the “Euro”.
For the currency see http://www.xe.com

Transportation
For information about the transportation in Athens you can visit the Athens Urban Transport:
http://www.oasa.gr

Greek drivers drive on the right-hand side of the road.

Emergency services
The telephone numbers for emergency services are as follows:
Police 100
Ambulance 166
Fire Department 199
These calls are free.
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Organizing your Mobility - Registration

Residence permits and Registration Documents
EU/EEA Nationals have the right to live and work in Greece without a work permit. EU/EEA
Nationals working in Greece have the same rights as Greek Nationals in regard to pay, working
conditions and access to housing, vocational training, social security and trade union membership. Families and immediate dependents are entitled to join them and have similar rights.
EU/EEA Citizens do not need a work or residence permit to live and work in Greece. They can
enter Greece with a valid identity card or valid passport, regardless of the planned duration of
their stay - there is no entry visa requirement.
If EU Nationals intend to stay for more than 90 days, they must register at the local Aliens
Bureau Offices (these are found at police stations with a Foreigners Department) in the area of
residency, where a Residence Certificate is issued. The Residence Certificate has unlimited
validity and is issued free of charge.
The following documents are required (with at least two copies of each):
• Copy of passport or identity card.
• Three (3) Passport photos.
• Proof of medical insurance (IKA, OAEE or private health insurance).
• Certificate from employer if in paid employment, or proof of sufficient financial resources.
• Proof of local residence (rental agreement, property ownership documents or statement of
person whose name is on the property deed if owned by someone else).
EU/EEA Citizens residing in Greece for 90 days or longer and who do not register will be subject
to a fine. After five years of continuous residence, or following marriage to a Greek National, a
Permanent Residence Certificate can be applied for.
To work in Greece you must have a full E.U. Passport or a National Identity Card. EU/EEA Nationals are free to enter Greece for up to three (3) months to look for work or set up in business.
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Even if you are visiting Greece to look for work, you may be asked to prove that you have adequate means for the duration of your stay and that the cost of your return journey is secured.

Residence Permits and Aliens Department Offices
If you are working or looking for work but intend to be in Greece for less than three months, then
you will need to register with the Local Police within eight (8) days of your arrival. If you intend
to stay longer than three months, then a residence permit will be needed. A temporary permit
is issued in case of employment, lasting for more than three (3) months and less than twelve
(12) months. Permits are issued for six (6) months initially, and then renewed for a five (5) year
period.
It is necessary to apply for a change in the residence permit if:
• The purpose, or reason of stay changes
• There is a change in the holder’s personal situation
•There is a change of address
The residence permit should be updated at the local municipal office of the area of residence.
Changes should be declared within two weeks, a temporary document is issued, until the new
updated residence permit is processed. If a new address is not updated, the permit holder may
incur a fine.
For Registration or Residence Permit you will have to apply to the same places. If you are staying outside Athens, you should register with your Local Police Station. If you are in Athens, then
you should register with Aliens Department Office.
The addresses of the Aliens Department Offices in Athens are:
Aliens Department Offices for South Attica
24, Petrou Ralli, 17778 Tayros
Tel: 0030210305828, 00302103405829
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Aliens Department Offices for Northeast Attica
16, Agiou Orous, 15123 Marousi
Tel: 00302106875154, 00302106875155
Aliens Department Offices for Southeast Attica
Former East Airport of Athens, 16797, Elliniko
Tel: 00302109690292
Aliens Department Offices for West Attica
21-23, Marmara, 12242 Egaleo
Tel: 00302105319298
Aliens Department Offices for Piraeus
37, Iroon Polytechniou, 18521 Pireaus
Tel: 00302104124133

Registration with the Consulate of your Country
You should register your arrival and current address in Greece at your nearest Consulate as
soon as you arrive.
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Employment Conditions
The work week in Greece is 40 hours (maximum 10 hours per day), although some employees
may choose to work an additional five hours per week. These five additional hours are paid at a
rate 25 percent higher than the employee’s normal wage. If the employee works more than 45
hours, they must be paid 50 percent above their regular rate. Employees can only work up to
120 hours of overtime annually at this rate and any additional hours must be paid at 75 percent
of the employee’s regular wage.

Public Holidays
There are 12 public holidays in Greece, which are considered obligatory; two of them however
are optional and depend on the employer’s decision.

Annual leave
Annual leave entitlement is a minimum of 25 days (or 20 days for people working a 5-day work
week after one year of service). A worker may take a pro-rated number of days off prior to the
completion of their first year of employment. Every year thereafter the employee will have an
increasing amount of time off.
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Legislation and Conditions
Greek employment law establishes the principle of freedom of contract; parties are free to create employment contracts to fit their needs.
Traditionally, employment contracts have been oral, but Presidential Decree 156/94 established the obligation of the employer to notify the employee of the terms that govern the contract or the working relationship. This is done by drawing up and giving employees a written
employment contract, which should include the material terms of the contract or the working
relationship.
The most common type of work contract in Greece is the full-time contract with an indefinite
duration. Part-time work isn’t common though seasonal (tourism-based) work can be found in
areas frequented by tourists.
Children under 15 years of age are only allowed to work for an industrial business if the only
other employees are the employer’s family and if the child’s health is not at risk.
Employees on a fixed-term or open-ended contract must be notified of the employment terms
within two months of the start of work. Notification must be in writing and can take the form
of an employment contract or just a written document outlining the basics. If notification is not
provided in writing, the employer is subject to fines.
If you are offered a contract check carefully the terms and the conditions of the employment.
Make sure you fully understand what is written in the contract. The employer may be able to
provide you with a copy in English; otherwise you may need to seek help with translation. Check
the method and frequency of your pay. Also check matters such as travel arrangements, accommodation and whether they are to be paid by you or the employer.
All EU/EEA Nationals wishing to exercise a salaried activity in Greece have to hold: a certificate
of employment from the employer specifying the duration and nature of the job; a document
certifying “the employee’s social security coverage, either by the social security organizations
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of his country of origin, or by the Greek Social Insurance Institute (IKA).
The Dismissal and Termination of Contract should be discussed with the employer before a contract is signed or contract a works council or local OAED office for further advice.

Advice
Advice on individual rights can be obtained from any OAED Local Office or Local Office of the
Ministry of Labour.
Ministry of Employment & Social Protection
40 Pireos Str., 101 82 Athens tel.: 00302105295136, 210 5295248, 213 1516649
Website: http://www.ypakp.gr
Email: info@ypakp.gr

Self-Employment
EU legislation gives every EU/EEA National the right to set up as a self-employed person anywhere in the EU. The process for establishing a business in Greece involves numerous steps
including registering with a pertinent professional chamber and obtaining a certification.
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Economy and Business Sectors
Agricultural produce is quite limited (tobacco, olives, cotton, citrus crop, stock breeding, cereals). The industrial sector is neither developed nor diversified and includes food and textile industries, processing metals, refinement of oil products and chemical industry. However, changes on the telecommunications network have promoted the propagation of new technologies. The
economy’s most dynamic sector is that of the services and particularly of mercantile marine and
tourism.
The jobs proposed are mainly in the private sector. Spontaneous candidatures are not much
appreciated given the importance of existing networks; 60% of employees find their job thanks
to a recommendation. Finally, a good knowledge of Modern Greek is indispensable to find a job.

Transferring EU Unemployment Benefit
If you are entitled to EU Unemployment Benefits and have been claiming this benefit for at
least four weeks, you may continue to receive it for up to three months, whilst you seek work in
Greece. You should inform the office you are claiming Unemployment Benefits of your intention
to look for work elsewhere in the EU, in advance of your departure.
The European document U1 [or its predecessor, E301, which is still in use for Norway, Switzerland, Iceland and Lichtenstein], is a certificate about the periods of insurance and employment
used for the entitlement to unemployment benefit to another member state from the one issuing it.
In order to issue the U1/ E301 for you we request the following:
• A written application with original signature (in a single Word document)
• Photocopy of your last work contract or, in case you cannot provide us with it, as much information as possible regarding your employment [name of the company/employer, company
address, employment period, job title, etc.
• Documents mentioning your IKA (social security no.) and AFM number (from the tax and revenue office). In case you cannot provide us with such a document, please give us your IKA
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number or your AFM.
• Full address of the place you want us to send the E301 document [your own address or the
address of the unemployment institution where you want to submit the document.
If you are abroad and wish to have the U1/ E301 document issued for you in Greece, you can
send the application and the relevant documents either at the unemployment institution of the
country where you are, or at OAED Headquarters at the above address

How to be prepared for a CV and a Interview in Greece
There aren’t any strict rules here. In general, Greek CVs are 1 to 2 pages long and always go with
a cover letter and certificates (academic diplomas, good health certificates and lack of criminal
records). There’s usually photography. Greek CVs are complete and detailed and usually use a
chronological order from the newest to the oldest.
Before you go to an interview:
• Find information about the company,
• Take your CV with you and all the necessary certificates,
• Find your weak and strong points,
• Check your appearance (clean, shaved, well – dressed according to the standards of the company),
• Go by yourself and ten minutes earlier,
• Be polite and pay attention to the interviewer.

Job Centers
EU/EEA Nationals have free access to the Greek Employment Services. Public Employment Services are provided by the regional offices of the Manpower Employment Organization (O.A.E.D.).
The address of your nearest office can be found in the telephone directory or the official website
http://www.oaed.gr (link: contact)
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When you are in Greece, any additional information you require that cannot be answered by
your nearest O.A.E.D., should be addressed to the European Employment Services (EURES) at
O.A.E.D. Head Office:
O.A.E.D. / EURES
8, Ethnikis Antistaseos,
174 56 Alimos, Athens,
P.O. BOX 77117 / 175 10 P. Faliro.
Tel.: +30 210 99 89 131, +30 210 99 89 134.
Website: http://eures.europa.eu (link: contact)
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Eures Advisers

MINISTRY OF LAΒOUR AND SOCIAL SECURITY - O.A.E.D.
EURES NETWORK - EURES ADVISERS
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ATHENS

MANPOWER EMPLOYMENT
ORGANIZATION ADMINISTRATION

AIKATERINH FLAKA
EURES MANAGER

8, ETHNIKIS ANTISTASEOS,
17456, ALIMOS

Tel: +302109989131
Fax: +302109989139
e-mail: gr01ea29@oaed.gr

CITIES

ORGANIZATION

EURES ADVISERS

ADDRESSES

TEL / FAX / E-MAIL

ATHENS

OAED REGIONAL
DEPARTMENT ATTIKIS
& NISON

FOTINI MANTZARI

GOUNARI 2 & VOULIAGMENIS,
17456 ALIMOS

Tel: +302109989511
Fax: +302109902940
e-mail: gr01ea36@oaed.gr

ATHENS

MANPOWER EMPLOYMENT
ORGANIZATION ADMINISTRATION

ELENI FOULIRA

8, ETHNIKIS ANTISTASEOS,
17456, ALIMOS

Tel: +302109989134
Fax: +302109989139
gr01ea23@oaed.gr

ATHENS

OAED PERISTERIOU

VASILIKI KALTSI

KRYSTALLI 6 & PARMENIDOU,
12131 PERISTERI

Tel: +302105781444
Fax: +302105739740
e-mail: gr01ea37@oaed.gr

ATHENS

OAED MOSXATO

ANASTASIA SIAHAMI

MANTZAGRIOTAKI 57 &
DIMOSTHENOUS,
17672 KALLITHEA

Tel: +302109577202
Fax: +302109518716
e-mail: gr01ea32@oaed.gr

ATHENS

OAED KAISARIANIS

STEFANOS MITSIS

PANAGI TSALDARI 28 &
XRYSOSTOMOU SMYRNIS 42,
16232 BYRONAS

Tel: +302107012897
Fax: +302107012196
e-mail: gr01ea33@oaed.gr

ATHENS

OAED PL. ATTIKIS

VASILIKI REPPA

ZAHIAS 6,
10445 PL. ATTIKIS

Tel: +302108836208
Fax: +302108836221
e-mail: gr01ea34@oaed.gr

PIRAEUS

OAED PIRAEUS

KALLIOPI FROUDAKI

MAVROMIHALI 21 & METHONIS 19,
18545 PIRAEUS

Tel: +302104222323
Fax: +302104172453
e-mail: gr01ea19@oaed.gr

Eures Advisers

CITIES
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ORGANIZATION

EURES ADVISERS

ADDRESSES

TEL / FAX / E-MAIL
Tel: +302104130355,
+302104172453
Fax: +302104124476
e-mail: gr01ea4@oaed.gr

PIRAEUS

OAED PIRAEUS

ARHONDOULA KINAMI

MAVROMIHALI 21 & METHONIS 19,
18545 PIRAEUS

THESSALONIKI

OAED MAKEDONIA

OLGA AKRIVOU

DODEKANISOU 10Α,
54626 THESSALONIKI

Tel: +302310507748
Fax: +302310554415
e-mail: gr01ea2@oaed.gr

THESSALONIKI

OAED PILIS AXIOU

DIMITRIOS GIANNELIS

AFRODOTIS 21 & TANTALOU 32,
54629 THESSALONIKI

Tel: +302310543850
Fax: +302310550014
e-mail: gr01ea31@oaed.gr
Tel: +302661020270,
+302661048219
Fax: +302661039879
e-mail: gr01ea9@oaed.gr.

CORFU

OAED CORFU

KLIRONOMOS SPRYRIDON

Κ. ZAVITSIANOU 17,
49100 CORFU

RETHYMNON
CRETE

OAED RETHYMNON CRETE

AIKATERINI KOUTAKI

KRIARI 7,
74100, RETHYMNON,
CRETE

Tel: +302831055008
Fax: +302831029297
e-mail: gr01ea25@oaed.gr

RHODES

OAED RHODES

AMALIA PAPADOPOULOU

TH. SOFOULI 93,
85100 RHODES

Tel: +302241023265
Fax: +302241037917
e-mail: gr01ea7@oaed.gr
Tel: +302610966701-2,
+302610991133
Fax: +302610966709
e-mail: gr01ea11@oaed.gr
Tel: +302421030533
Fax: +302421039825
e-mail: gr01ea12@oaed.gr

PATRAS

OAED PATRAS

IRINI MARINOU

ATHINON 89, RIO PATRON,
26500, PATRA

VOLOS

OAED VOLOS

MARIA ANTONIOU

DIMITRIADOS 9,
38333 VOLOS

Eures Advisers
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CITIES

ORGANIZATION

EURES ADVISERS

ADDRESSES

TEL / FAX / E-MAIL

XANTHI

OAED XANTHI

DINA ZOFRAFOU

LACHANOKIPON 2
671.00 XANTHI

Tel: +302541070550
Fax: +302541020175
e-mail: gr01ea14@oaed.gr

IOANNINA

OAED REGIONAL
DEPARTMENT IOANNINA

GEORGIOS KASKANIS

3rd Km ETHNIKIS ODOU ATHENS
- IOANNINA,
45502 ΙOANNINA

Tel: +302651085743
Fax: +302651085749
e-mail: gr01ea35@oaed.gr

KAVALA

OAED KAVALA

GEORGIA MANTAZI

PERGIALI 2,
65201 KAVALA

Tel: +302510224410
Fax: +302510836773
e-mail: gr01ea18@oaed.gr

CHANIA

OAED CHANIA

VIVIAN CHATZIDAKI

DIKTINIS 7,
73100 CHANIA

Tel: +302821093966
Fax: +302821093173
e-mail: gr01ea17@oaed.gr
Tel: +302721099973,
+302721095644,
Fax: +302721099925
e-mail: gr01ea22@oaed.gr
Tel: +302281088609
Fax: +302281081137
e-mail: gr01ea5@oaed.gr

KALAMATA

OAED KALAMATA

STAYROYLA NIKOLOPOULOU

ASPROHOMA,
24110 KALAMATA

SYROS

OAED ERMOUPOLI SYROS

ZOGRAFIA DOGOU

KIMOLOU 5,
84100 ERMOPOULI SYROS

Private Αgencies

Private Employment Agencies are allowed to operate in Greece under the supervision of the
Ministry of Labour and Social Security. More information about the details of the agencies you
can find at:
Ministry of Employment and Social Protection
Tel: +302105295401, +302131516075, +302131516073
Website: http://www.ypakp.gr/

The Press
Major daily newspapers include “Ta Nea” (http://www.tanea.gr), “Eleftheros Typos” (http://
www.e-typos.com), “Eleftherotypia” (http://www.enet.gr) “Ethnos” (http://www.ethnos.gr).
These newspapers contain various job vacancies in the Greek language.

Professional Associations and Unions
Another source of contacts is the Professional Associations of Unions that you may belong to.
Such organizations may well have contacts with counterparts in Greece, who could provide information useful to your job search.

Chambers of Commerce
The Chambers of Commerce in Greece are a possible source of company information.
For information on Greek companies contact:
Chamber of Commerce & Industry Athens - A.C.C.I.
7, Akadimias Str. 106 71 Athens
Tel: +30 210 36 04 815 - 9, Fax: +30 210 36 16 464
Website: http://www.acci.gr
E-mail: info@acci.gr
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Heath Sector
The Greek National Health System is operated by the Social Insurance Institute (I.K.A). You must
obtain a health booklet from your local IKA office as soon as you start work. The booklet has
to be presented on all visits to a doctor or hospital. At the same time you will be given a social
insurance number - ΑΜΚΑ. The local IKA Office will provide a list of doctors who work within
the National Health System. All medical care is free, but there is a prescription charge equal to
25% of the cost of medicines.
Free emergency treatment is provided for EU visitors / employment seekers, who should bring
with them the European Health Insurance Card from the country of origin.
Public servants, bank employees, traders and some other professionals have other health insurance.
If you are unemployed and looking for work, then you should carry your “European Health Insurance Card” or “EHIC” (formerly the E111 form), which will enable for someone to receive urgent
medical treatment for free in Greece. EHIC allows the holder to access health care services,
when travelling to other EU or EEA countries.
If someone is not paying Greek National Insurance Contributions or is not covered by the EHIC,
then it is advisable to have a private medical insurance or may face the possibility of paying the
full price of any treatment.
When you start to work you must obtain a medical booklet from your Local Insurance Office,
which you must have with you on all the visits to the doctor or the hospital. Your Local Insurance
Office can provide a list of doctors who work within the National Health System.

Medical Costs
Doctor and Hospital treatment within the Greek National Health System is free. You will be
charged 25% of the prescription cost. If you are in a remote area of Greece which is not covered
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by a Local Insurance Office, then you will have to pay the cost of any private medical treatment
and make a claim for the cost from the Insurance Office in Athens, after you have received
treatment. However, the refund will only be a proportion of the cost and you will be responsible
for the balance. If you do receive treatment under these circumstances, it will be necessary to
obtain receipts and documentation in order to make your claim.

Sickness Benefit
Claims for sickness benefit are made via your employer to the Local Insurance Office.

Transferring EU Sickness Benefit
If you are in receipt of Sickness Benefits in your country you may be able to transfer payment
to Greece.

Accidents at Work
If you have an accident at work you should notify the Local Insurance Office within five (5) days.
If you are in Greece then contact any Insurance Office or the International Relation Office:

IKA
International Relations Unit
48 Agissilaou str.
10436 Athens, Greece
tel.: +30210-5200 555
Web site: http://www.ika.gr,
E-mail: ika_ath@otenet.gr

Unemployment and Social Security
I.K.A. deals with health, sickness, maternity and old age benefits whilst O.A.E.D. deals with un-
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employment and family benefits.
Social security contributions are deducted at source by your employer and paid to I.K.A. You
will be registered with the social security fund by your employer and issued with a book/card or
specific papers.
If you become unemployed in Greece you can register with your local O.A.E.D. They will provide
guidance on how to claim benefits and find a job.

Pensions
Under EU regulations, if you work in two or more EU countries you can combine state pension
contributions paid in each state in order to qualify for a state pension.
For further information on benefits whilst in Greece contact any I.K.A. or O.A.E.D. Office or their
respective International Relations Departments at the addresses given earlier in this booklet.
Under EU regulations, a person who has worked in two or more EU countries is able to combine
state pension contributions paid in each state in order to qualify for a state pension. It is advisable to contact the social security ministry in your own country for more information before you
leave for Greece.
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Income tax is deducted from your earnings monthly with the final balance/adjustment being
made annually.
Annual personal income of 5.000 euro is not subject to income tax. Income from 5.000 euro up
to 12.000 euro is taxed at 10%.
The part of the annual income of a taxpayer without family obligations between 12.000 and
16.000 euro is taxed at 18%, while from 16.000 to 26.000 euro it is taxed at 25%. Income
of from 25.000 to 40.000 euro is taxed at 35%, and income from 40.000 to 60.000 euro
is taxed at 38%. Incomes over 60.000 are taxed at 40%. A salesman or a new programmer
with a gross monthly salary of 1.200 pays social insurance and pension contributions of about
192 euro. Tax on salaried services depends on whether or not the person has dependent family
members.
Value Added Tax (VAT) is payable 13% or 23% depending on the purchases of goods and
services.
Married couples are taxed separately, receive child allowances either from their employment
or from the OAED and are subsidized for a period of time when they acquire a third, fourth or
subsequent child.
Local taxes consist of the charges levied by municipalities for sanitation services and lighting
e.t.c. Vehicle owners pay an additional annual tax based on the age and cubic capacity of the
vehicle.
Further Information concerning income tax, Vat and any local taxes can be obtained from the
Local Tax Offices.
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General information can also be obtained from the Ministry of Finance:
Ministry of Economy
International Relations Unit
10 Karagiorgi Servias Str.
105 62 Athens
Tel.: +30 2103375000, +302103375059 - 061
Web site: http://www.minfin.gr

Import Taxes
You may have to pay import taxes in certain items if you are moving household goods to Greece.
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Rented Accommodation
Around 78% of accommodation is privately owned and the rest, 22%, is rented.
Renting apartments:
The rental for an apartment of average quality in an average area is 350-400 euro monthly.
Both furnished and unfurnished accommodation is available. However, furnished accommodation is only sparsely equipped Property to rent is advertised in certain newspapers, such as:
“Ta Nea” ( http://www.tanea.gr ), “Eleftheros Typos” ( http://www.e-typos.com ), “Eleftherotypia” ( http://www.enet.gr ), “Xrisi Eykairia” ( http://www.xe.gr ).
The usual deposit needed for rented accommodation equivalent to two months’ rent Rental
contracts is usually for two years.

Buying Property
Foreigners may purchase property in Greece with the exception of a few designated areas.
Estate agents do exist in Greece; mainly in large cities. You will need the services of a lawyer
in the negotiations for a property purchase. Property for sale is advertised in newspapers and
magazines, as stated above.

Services
You will need to contact the local office of the relevant national company for details of supply.
- The national electricity company is “DEH”.
Website: http://www.dei.gr/
- The national telecommunications company is “OTE”.
Website: http://www.ote.gr/
- A municipal gas company has been set up for Athens and is available in many households.
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- Contact your local Town Hall in Greece for details of water supply.

Shorter Term Accommodation
While you are still looking for more permanent accommodation you could stay in a Pansion,
Guesthouse or a Hotel. Contact any Tourist Office or Travel Agency for local availability and
further information.
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State Education
Is free and compulsory from the ages from 6 to 15. For further information contact the Greek
Ministry of Education and Culture.
Ministry of Education and Religion
37, Andrea Papandreou Avenue 151 80 Maroussi
Tel.: +30 210 3442508, +30 2103442806, +302103442508, +302103442793,
+302103442806, +302103442796, +302103442505, 1550.
Website: http://www.minedu.gov.gr

Private education
For further information contact the Greek Embassy Education Office (http://www.greekembassy.se & http://www.greekeducation.se ) or the Greek Ministry of Education and Religion at the
addresses given above.

Vocational training
Vocational education and training (VET) encompasses practical activities and courses relating
to a specific occupation or vocation, which aim to prepare people for their future careers. For
many, vocational training is an essential pathway to gain professional recognition or to improve
their chances of getting a good job. As an EU Citizen you have the same rights to vocational
training as a Greek Citizens. Contact your local OAED Office for further information.
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National and Kapodestrian University of Athens
7 Ippokratous str., 10679, Athens
tel.: +302103613261, +302103688204
Website: http://www.uoa.gr
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki
541 24, Greece
Tel: +302310996000
Website: http:// http://www.auth.gr
University of Patras
University campus, 26504, Rio
Tel. +302610997120, +302610997100
Website: http://www.upatras.gr
University of Ioannina
DI.K.E.P.P.E.E.
«Stavros Niarchos»
45110 Ioannina
Tel: +302651009147, +302651009135
University of Crete
Gallos University Campus
74100 Rethymnon, Crete
+302831077605, +302831077635, +302831077624, +302831077599
Website: http://www.uoc.gr
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Institute for Balkan Studies (summer season)
International Summer School for Greek Language, History & Culture
31A, Megalou Alexandrou Ave., 546 41 Thessaloniki
Website: http://www.imxa.gr
The Ionic Center of Scientific Cultural and Spiritual Studies
Lissiou 11, Athens,
Tel: +302103246614-15
Website: http://www.ggae.gr
General Secretariat of Adult Education
Department of Liberty and Basic Education
1 Parasiou st. & 99 Aharnon str., 10440 Athens
Tel: +302108233669
Website: http://www.ekep.gr
The Athens Centre: Modern Greek Language Program
48 Archimidous Str., Mets, 116 36 Athens
Τel: +302107015242, +302107112268
Website: http://athenscentre.gr
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Culture

You should remember that the way or life, customs, educational methods and standards in other
countries can be very different from these at home, and you may feel at a disadvantage, if you
do not speak the language. The laws and business relationships, trade unions driving, personal
freedom, internal travel, buying and selling and so on can be quite different from what you are
used to.
For tourist/cultural information contact the Greek National Tourist Office at the following address:
Hellenic Tourist Organization - EOT
7 Tsoha Str., 11521 Athens
tel.: +30 210 8707 000
E-mail: info@gnto.gr,
Web site: http://www.visitgreece.gr
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Legal Matters

Once in Greece you will be subjected to abide the Laws of Greece. In the event of any legal
problems you should contact the Embassy of your Country or one of the General Consulates in
Greece.
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Checklist

Before of admission to employment ensure that:
- you have a full EU passport. A visitor’s passport is not sufficient
- you fully understand the contract/terms and conditions of employment
- you know the method and frequency of payment of any salary
- you know what travel arrangements need to be made and whether you or the employer will pay
- you have accommodation in the area you will be moving to
- you have appropriate health cover
- you have sufficient funds to last until you are paid, or to return home, if necessary
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Embassies - Consulates

AUSTRIA
Embassy: 4, Vasilissis Sofias Ave, 10674 Athens,
Tel.: +30 2107257270, Fax: +30 2107257292
BELGIUM
Embassy: 3 Sekeri str., 10671 Athens,
Tel.: +302103617 886, +302103617887, +302103600314, Fax: +302103604289
Mobile to use only in case of emergency: +306945235055
E-mail: athens@diplobel.fed.be
Consulate: 51 Miaouli Coast, Piraeus, tel.: +30 210 4111 011
FRANCE
Embassy: 7, Vasilissis Sofias Ave., 10671 Athens,
Tel.: +302103391000
Mobile to use only in case of emergency: +306932401343
Fax: +302103391009
Consulate: 5-7, Vas. Konstantinou Ave., tel.: +30 210 7290 151
Commercial Dept.: 2, Michalakopoulou Str., tel.: +30 210 7240 517
GERMANY
Embassy: 3, Karaoli Dimitriou str., 10675 Athens
Tel.: +302107285111,
Fax: +302107285335
Emergency calls: +306932338151 (German speakers), +306932338152 (Greek speakers)
DENMARK
Embassy: 10 Mourouzi str., 10674 Athens,
tel.: +302107256440, Fax: +302107256473
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Embassies - Consulates

IRELAND
Embassy: 7, Vas. Konstantinou Ave., 10674 Athens,
Tel: +302107232771-2, Fax: +302107293383
SPAIN
Embassy: 21, Dionysiou Aeropagitou, 11742 Athens,
Tel.: +302109213123, Fax: +302109214264
Mobile to use only in case of emergency: +306945704001
Consulate: 21 Dionysiou Aeropagitou str., Tel.: +30 210 7244 925,
Commercial Dept.: 44, Vas. Konstantinou Ave., Tel.: +30 210-7248984
ITALY
Embassy: 2, Sekeri str., 10674 Athens,
Tel.: +302103617.260 – 3, Fax: +302103617330
E-mail: ambasciata.atene@esteri.it
Consulate: 38 Patriarxou Ioakeim str., 10675 Kolonaki Athens,
Tel.: +302109538180, +302109531640-1
E-mail: consolato.atene@esteri.it
LUXEMBURG
Embassy: 23A Vas Sofias & Neomfitou Vamva 2, 10674 Athens,
Tel.: +302107256400, Fax: +302107256405
E-mail: athenes.amb@mae.etat.lu
Consulate: 42G Tzavella str., 15451 N. Psychico Athens,
Tel.: +302106721891, Fax: +302106773444
E-mail: cpa@chrismarine.gr
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Embassies - Consulates

UNITED KINGDOM
Embassy: 1, Ploutarchou str., 10675 Athens,
Tel.: +302107272600
Emergency Calls: If you call from Greece: 2107272727
If you call from Britain: 02070081500
NORWAY
Embassy: 23, Vas. Sofias Ave., 10674 Athens,
Tel.: +302107246173, Fax: +302107244989
E-mail: emb.athens@mfa.no
Consulate: 91 Miaouli Coast, 18538 Piraeus,
Tel.: +302104290780, Fax: +302104290791
E-mail: norwegianconsulate@sarantitis.com
THE NETHERLANDS
Embassy: 5-7, Vas. Konstantinou Ave., 10674 Athens,
Tel.: +302107254900, +302107254950, +302107254910, Fax: +202107254907
Consulate: 110-112 Notara str., Piraeus,
Tel.: +302104181095-6
PORTUGAL
Embassy: 23, Vas. Sofias Av., 10674 Athens,
Tel.: +302107290096
SWEDEN
Embassy: 7, Vas. Konstantinou Ave., 10674 Athens,
Tel.: +302107266100, Fax: +302107266150
E-mail: ambassaden.athen@foreign.ministry.se
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Embassies - Consulates

Consulate: 89-91 Notara str., Piraeus,
tel.: +302104117090-1
FINLAND
Embassy: 5, Chatzigianni Meksi str., 11528 Athens,
Tel.: +302107255860, Fax: +302107255864
E-mail: sanomat.ate@formin.fi
Consulate: 89-91 Notara str., Piraeus,
Tel.: +302104117090-1
POLAND
Embassy: 22, Chrysanthemum str., Paleo Psychico, 15452 Athens,
Tel.: +302106797700 , Fax: +302106797711
E-mail: ateny.amb.sekretariast@msz.gov.pl
CROATIA
Embassy: 4, Tzavela str., Neo. Psychico, 15451 Athens,
Tel.: +302106777033, +302106777059, +302106777049, Fax: +302106711208
E-mail: croatemb@hol.gr
CZECH REPUBLIC
Embassy: 6, G. Seferi str., 15452 Palio Psychico, Athens,
Tel.: +302106719701, +302106713755, Fax: +302106710675
E-mail: athens@embassy.mzv.cz
SLOVAKIA
Embassy: 4, G. Seferi str., 15452 Palio Psychico, Athens,
Tel.: +302106771980, Fax: +302106776760
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Embassies - Consulates

SLOVENIA
Embassy: 290, L. kifisias Ave. and Democracy 1 str., 15451 Athens,
Tel.: +302106720091, Fax: +302106775680
ROMANIA
Embassy: 7, Emm. Benaki Str., 154 52, Palio Psychico, Athens
Tel.: +302106728875, Fax: +302106728883
SWIZERLAND
Embassy: 2, Lassiou str., 115 21 Athens,.
Tel.: +302107230364 – 65 - 66, Fax: +302107249209
Emergency calls only for Swiss Citizens: +306944911919
CYPRUS
Embassy: 2A, Xenofontos str., 10557 Athens,
Tel.: +302103734800, Fax: +302107258886
E-mail: cyempl@hol.gr
Consulate: 2A, Xenofontos str., 10557 Athens,
Tel.: +302103734870
E-mail: cyconsulate@cyembassy.ondsl.gr
BULGARIA
Embassy: 33a, Stratigou Kollari str., Psychico, 15452 Athens,
Tel: +302106748105 – 06 – 07, Fax: +302106748130
LATVIA
Embassy: 38, Vas. Konstantinou Av., 11635 Athens,
Tel.: +302107294483, Fax: +302107294479
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Embassies - Consulates

ESTONIA
Embassy: 2-4 Mesogion Ave., Athens Tower 23rd Floor, 11527 Athens,
Tel.: +302107475660, Fax: +302107475661
E-mail: embassy.athens@mfa.ee
HUNGARY
Embassy: 25-29, Karneadou str., Kolonaki, 10675, Athens
Tel.: +302107256800, Fax: +302106740890
LITHUANIA
Embassy: 49, Vas. Sofias Ave., 106 76 Athens,
Tel.: +302107294356, Fax: +302107294347
ISLAND
Embassy: 60, Papanastasiou Al. and Kalari str., Psychico, 15452 Athens,
Tel: +302106726154, +302106779771
MALTA
Embassy: 96, Vas. Sofias Ave., 11528 Athens,
Tel: +302107785138, Fax: +302107785242
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Ιnformation Conscerning the EU

For information relevant to matters concerning the European Union you can address to the following agencies:

Representation of the European Union in Greece
Athens: 2, Vasilisis Sofias Avenue.
P.O. Box 10674,
Tel.: +302107251000

European Parliaments Office for Greece
Athens: 8, Amalias Avenue.
P.O. Box 10557
Tel.: +302103311541-5
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Useful Links

http://eures.europa.eu
http://www.oaed.gr
http://www.angloinfo.com
http://www.justlanded.com
http://www.justjobs.gr
http://www.jobingreece.com
http://www.livingingreece.gr/
http://www.evresi.gr/
http://greece.businessesforsale.com
http://www.hellasdirectory.com/
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